DEVELOPMENT, PROGRAM, MANUFACTURE

FULL-SPECTRUM CAPABILITIES BASED IN ONE LOCATION

Experts at Dynetics, a Leidos company, collaborate throughout the Design, Prototyping, and Manufacturing process to exceed customer expectations with agility and excellence. Our collocated facilities enable us to tackle the nation’s most technologically complex problems.

DESIGNED FOR MANUFACTURABILITY
Our collocated engineers, prototyping equipment, and manufacturing line ensures our products are designed with manufacturability in mind— maximizing efficiency and lowering costs.

RAPID, AFFORDABLE PROTOTYPING
Dynetics Technical Solutions provides a high-tech prototyping facility, incorporating the latest resources available to produce quality products rapidly and affordability for both commercial and government customers.

AGILE, INNOVATIVE MANUFACTURING
Our foundational core processes, modern systems, and talented workforce enable us to rapidly tackle tough technical challenges from concept analysis and development through testing and production.